
From: Peter Williams
To: UTAS
Subject: Legislative Council Enquiry - UTAS Act 1992 - For the attention of the Committee
Date: Friday, 26 August 2022 3:56:01 PM

Dear Committee ,

I wish to provide a submission to your Enquiry . To save my typing finger , I have appended a
copy of the Objection I lodged to the HCC on 2/4/22 in respect of the UTAS proposed
redevelopment of the former Forestry Dept. building in Melville Street . Unfortunately that
Application was approved , and I understand the University plan to commence work on that
project later this year . Unless something is done to stop that happening .

In their reply to my Objection , the Council did not address any of the points I had made . It was ,
I guess , just a ‘ stock-standard ‘ reply given to all  of the objectors .

I understand that the first thoughts about UTAS relocating to the CBD started about 20 years ago
, when the University formed a vision to make Hobart a  ‘ University City ‘  . That was to make
UTAS a better place , and provide a significant economic benefit for the City .
I am not qualified to offer an opinion on either of those things – but many who do have those
qualifications , have refuted those ideas in many letters and Talking Points to the Hobart
Mercury over the past 12 months , when what the University were planning became more
broadly known . All of those writings have been ignored by the University VC and Council .

My unqualified opinion is that whilst there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the idea of
relocating to the CBD , I just cannot accept that the placement of the Campus in and around the
busy precinct of  Melville , Murray , Brisbane and Argyle Streets , will in fact make it a better
place than where it currently is . Quite frankly ,  I think to say that it will be , is a nonsense .

The relocation , if it is allowed to go ahead , will involve a huge expenditure , and is therefore , in
my view , a waste of money . Money that would be better spent in simply rectifying whatever
UTAS claim is wrong with the Campus at Sandy Bay .

There is also a very important basic question that UTAS have not addressed . The Act of 1992
states that the University Council is obliged to act in good faith . Are they in fact doing that in
planning to sell / lease the Sandy Bay land that was gifted to them ?

Prior to the recent Federal Election , it was reported that Senator Eric Abetz had written to the
Commonwealth Auditor General requesting that his office look in to the ‘ goings on ‘ [ for the
want of a better term ] at UTAS . Bearing in mind the Senator is no longer in office , I wonder
whether there has been any progress , or follow up , of that ?

Peter Williams
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From: Peter Williams  
Sent: Saturday, 2 April 2022 2:56 PM
To: 'representation@hobartcity.com.au'
Subject: DA Reference Number PLN - 21-869 , 83 Melvile St Hobart
 
 
I wish to lodge an objection to the above proposal on the following grounds –
 
1 .  The redevelopment of the old Forestry Department and Freedom Furniture buildings are just
one part of the over-all UTAS plan for the relocation of it’s  Sandy Bay Campus  to the CBD , and
it’s then proposed ‘ reimagining’ of the Sandy Bay site . In my opinion , it makes no sense to treat
this application  in isolation , particularly as there are moves for a thorough independent
investigation to be undertaken in to the University’s processes in respect of this  matter .
 
I believe discussion on this Application should  be deferred until that investigation has been
completed .  And then , it should only be considered in conjunction with the University’s over-all
plans for re-location .
 
2 . However , if Council do not agree with that , my objections to this particular Application are
pretty much as stated by others in the many hundreds of letters to the Mercury Newspaper over
recent months .
 
     [1]  That it is a waste of money . Money that could best be spent in rectifying whatever it is
the University claim is deficient at the Sandy Bay site . That it is claimed $600M will be required
to fix the problems  sounds extraordinary .
 
     [2]  That the Application does not provide clarity as to how the City will handle the increased
traffic that  will inevitably result from this singular project , nor the parking problems that will
follow from the number of staff and students that will use this building .  Reported in the press to
be about 300 staff and 3000 students . And of course those numbers will increase even further if
the proposed developments at the old K&D and Webster sites go ahead  .
 
I have noted in the press in the last week or so , that Council is calling for a Report in to the
current problems with parking in the CBD  . It is clearly a problem now , how can it be expected
to cope with this influx of additional traffic ?
 
         The CBD is primarily  for the promotion of retail and commercial interests for the benefit
not only of the citizens of Hobart , but  of course for long and short term visitors from elsewhere
. It will not help those objectives if would be visitors and potential customers of our retail and
commercial places  are put off by increased traffic and competition for parking . I believe that is
already happening , and as stated will only get worse if this project is approved .
 
          To me , it simply makes no sense .
 



3 .  Council will be aware , that for some months , UTAS have been saying , thru their Vice
Chancellor , Professor Black , that the primary reason for wanting to relocate to the CBD , was to
make the University more accessible for students , and by being in the CBD this would lead to
better learning , better outcomes for students , and more Tasmanian graduates  . That claim was
also made by a  former Premier David Bartlett in an emotive ‘ Talking Point ‘ article several
months ago when he claimed that UTAS being in  ‘ leafy and privileged SANDY BAY  ‘ was an
impediment against student enrolments  ‘ . I was not , and at 85 , never will be ,  an academic ,
but I have noted that many who are  , or were  , have stated those claims to be simply
unfounded .  Some have called them  ‘ nonsense ‘ . I noted also that the VC has  stated that the
reference ‘ SANDY BAY  Campus ‘ was an impediment to enrolments at the University  . And the
VC also said that he understood the concerns of SANDY BAY residents on what was proposed in
respect of the Sandy Bay site .  Mr Bartlett and Professor Black seeming to have a fixation about
SANDY BAY  , and have provided a new meaning to the words ‘ Class Action ‘ .  
 
When I read Professor Black’s last  comment , I made note of the number of letters reported in
the Mercury that day . There were 10 , with only one having a Sandy Bay address . So if the VC
thinks this is just a concern of  Sandy Bay residents ,  he is clearly  out of touch with reality .
 
4 . However , only last week , there was an article in the Mercury from the Chief Operating
Officer at UTAS , Mr David Clerk , which spelt out quite clearly , that UTAS needed to do what
they are proposing , for one very simple reason , MONEY , or the potential lack thereof ,  if they
did not do something to increase their revenue  . And for me , whilst not knowing anything of the
validity of the monetary figures that he was quoting , his comments did make more sense than
what the Vice Chancellor and Mr Bartlett have been saying .
But at the same time , it would be interesting to know how / why UTAS have allowed the Sandy
Bay site to run down as badly as Mr Clerk has claimed . How often have submissions to the State
or Federal Governments for assistance to carry out essential maintenance been rejected ?  And
even if it does now require $600M  to make it ‘ fit for purpose ‘ , it surely can’t be that bad all of
a sudden that that would all have to happen at once . All properties reach the point where they
need maintenance and/or improvements . And there will be others that need to be replaced .But
that does not mean you have to bulldoze the lot and start again elsewhere . That seems to me to
be totally irresponsible , and also lacking in reality .
 
Mr Clerk and the VC should have a look at what the Hutchins School have done with a
repurposed site on Nelson Rd , opp. Peel St . A beautiful new building set off by equally brilliant
landscaping .  A credit to those responsible . I don’t know what was there before , I suspect
possibly a redundant building or two , but Hutchins obviously had a need for further classrooms
or amenity , and they did the obviously sensible thing to achieve that requirement  . No fuss , no
bother . Surely UTAS could do the same or similar , over time , as needed at Sandy Bay ?.
 
And I would make the point , in case somebody thinks I am part of the Hutchins establishment , I
am not . Never have been , and never will be  . But I do respect good decisions .
 
5 . The whole thrust of what UTAS are proposing , relies on the ‘ repurposing ‘  of the Sandy Bay
site , including the construction of 2700 new dwellings .  I’m not up with the play as to where
exactly  those buildings will be . But obviously it is a very  significant project [ possibly the
understatement of the year ?  ] . I imagine a number of the proposed new structures  will be on
both sides of Churchill Avenue , currently occupied by UTAS buildings , with a significant number



progressing up Mt Nelson . Mr Clerk says that over half of the University’s  bushland site will be
retained . More importantly , that means  about  half will be lost .  Mt Nelson will not be the Mt
Nelson as we know it today , and a further part of the beautiful  landscape surrounding Hobart 
will be spoilt  .
 
And if Mt Nelson is to be built on to that degree ,  the obvious questions are , what will need to
be done to improve the condition of Mt Nelson Road to accommodate the increased traffic on
that road , for public and  private access to the City ,  either via  the Southern Outlet or Regent
Street ?
 
6 . The final , and probably most important point I would make , is that at the moment I believe
the UTAS site at Sandy Bay is one of Hobart’s most significant and valuable assets . You don’t just
give those things away for short term gain .Every Capital City has a University [s] . Council should
reflect on what we have and what we stand to lose .  There is no way , in my opinion , that what
UTAS are proposing to do in the CBD will measure up in any manner , shape or form ,  to what
we already  have .
Which is a University Campus , on a  nice open and picturesque  site  , that I would argue , most
sensible Hobartians are proud of , and  which is known and  identified as such by locals and
visitors alike . We will clearly not have that if the current planning goes ahead .
 
We should forget about UTAS being at Sandy Bay . It might just as easily have been built
anywhere had the Commonwealth had a redundant rifle range in another suburb . My
understanding is it is only where it is because the land was  gifted by the Commonwealth to the
State , and then to the University . How it came about that the understanding that  if the land
ceased to be used for educational purposes , it would revert to State Government ownership ,
was removed , I am sure a lot of citizens will be very interested to learn . And that should be part
of the Enquiry . But  even accepting that it was removed for whatever reason , is the University
Council acting in good faith towards the people of Tasmania by selling that land ?.  And what is
there to prevent them selling off the other remaining bushland at Mt Nelson in the future if this
current planning is allowed to go ahead ?  There will be no turning back .
 
If the VC has a problem with the Campus  being referred to as the SANDY BAY Campus , that can
easily be  fixed by re-naming it the Hobart Campus , or the Mt Nelson Campus , or the Dynnyrne
Campus , or whatever . The name is not important – what it stands for is .   
 
And a final point . There is inconsistency in UTAS claiming that the University is  better placed for
learning in the CBD . Again , to me , that simply does not make sense . Why would that be ?.
 
When opening the new UTAS Burnie Campus  at West Park last year , the VC described the site
as ‘ a building about the Coast , it’s design reflects the headlands that stretch along the rugged
Bass Strait coastline , the rolling fields and the industrial heritage of Burnie ‘ .   That was after the
University previously considering developing in the Burnie CBD , they chose a site out of Town on
the coast-line .  And have achieved a brilliant result .  So , a nice open site out of Town is
appropriate  for Burnie , but not for Hobart ? .
 
In Launceston the University are relocating from a very nice green field site at Newnham to the ‘
Light Industrial ‘ suburb of Inveresk .  Money was apparently no object in doing that , as the
Newnham Campus was not all that old . But Inveresk is not in the CBD of Launceston . So where



is the consistency in their thinking / planning ?
 
I believe the Council have a responsibility to the people of Hobart to reject this  Application , or
at the very least ,  defer  until the result of the proposed independent enquiry is known . 
 
 
 
Peter Williams

 




